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In order to fulfil the purposes of the processing and in order to ensure compliance with this policy,
Saminvest AB (or the company within the Saminvest group that you are communicating with)
("Saminvest", "we", "our", "us") will, in its capacity as data controller, process your personal data in
order to be able to communicate with you within the scope of our e-mail correspondence. The personal
data that will be processed for this purpose are your name, phone number, e-mail address and any other
personal data which you may disclose during your correspondence with Saminvest.
The processing of personal data is based on a balancing of interest in order to satisfy Saminvest's
legitimate interest in being able to communicate with our customers, suppliers, candidates, employees
and any other party that communicate with Saminvest.
To receive further information regarding which company within the Saminvest group that is acting as a
data controller for the processing of your personal data, or if you have any questions or would like to
exercise any of your rights, please contact us on the contact details as set out below. Please also see
further details below regarding our companies within the Saminvest group.
In order to fulfil the abovementioned purpose and in order to establish, exercise and defend possible
legal claims, personal data may be shared with other companies within the Saminvest group (see further
information below) and external parties such as legal advisors, other advisors and parties involved in
legal procedures. The transfer to external parties is based on the same legal ground as the original
processing.
Moreover, we may engage suppliers which, upon appropriate due diligence in accordance with
Saminvest's standard procedures, will access personal data on Saminvest's behalf. Such suppliers may
only process personal data in accordance with documented instructions from Saminvest and have an
obligation under a written agreement to take appropriate security measures in relation to their processing
of personal data (including taking technical and organizational measures). This includes Microsoft
Corporation that provides Saminvest's e-mail and document management systems.
In the event personal data is shared with other companies within the Saminvest group, external parties
or suppliers, personal data may be transferred to countries outside EU/EEA, which do not provide the
same level of data protection. In order to ensure an adequate level of protection of the personal data, we
take measures to ensure that the recipients warrants an adequate security level in relation to the personal
data, e.g. by entering into an agreement regarding transfer of personal data which includes standard
contractual clauses adopted by the European Commission. You have the right to receive information to
which countries personal data is transferred and also receive a copy of the security measures that have
been taken. Please see our contact details below.
Personal data are stored in accordance with Saminvest's retention routines and will be anonymized or
erased in a secure manner in when the relevant retention period expires.
When applicable data protection legislation so provides, you are entitled to request access to and
rectification or erasure of personal data. Moreover, you are entitled to request restriction of the
processing of your personal data, and a right to data portability and to object to certain processing of
personal data.
Please contact us with questions regarding the processing of your personal data in accordance with this
policy. Please see our contact details below. You are aware that complaints may be submitted to the
Swedish Data Protection Authority.

Saminvest AB, 559066-7605
Sveavägen 17
111 57 Stockholm
E-mail: info@saminvest.se
The following companies are, in addition to Saminvest AB, included in the Saminvest group:
Fouriertransform Aktiebolag (reg. no. 556771-5700), Mittkapital i Jämtland och Västernorrland AB
(reg. no. 556784-9426) and Inlandsinnovation AB (reg. no. 556819-2263).
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